
 

 

scanR introduces paid services and color document scanning  

   

scanR Pro: Unlimited Uploads and No Ads  

Starting today, scanR will offer scanR Pro, a premium version of its award-winning service, that permits 
unlimited uploads and removes all advertising from its processed images.  People can choose from two 
plans: unlimited use for $2.99 monthly or $29.90 annually, or 40 uploads for $9.99.  

scanR also offers scanR Trial, a free service with all of the features of scanR Pro, but limited to 5 
uploads per month and with a scanR logo on processed images.  Both scanR services allow unlimited 
storage, online sharing, PDF creation, worldwide fax and synchronization with Facebook, salesforce.com 
and Plaxo.  

   

 
   

Color Document Scanning  

scanR supports document scanning in full color! Before, all document pages sent to scanR 
were converted into black and white. Now, if you send photos of  magazines, newspapers, books, or 

other color pages to scanR, it will return high-quality digital copies in full-color.  You still get all of the 
benefits of scanR image processing, including cropping, rotation, focus enhancement, PDF 
creation, and conversion into text.     
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Business Card Scanning Expanded in Japan  

Now everyone can use scanR to read Japanese business cards.  People with DoCoMo, KDDI, Softbank 
Mobile or any other capable phone in Japan will automatically get this feature.  scanR reads text from 
business card photos, extracts the contact information and returns an electronic contact file in a few 

seconds.  

   

About scanR, Inc.   
scanR enables camera phones and digital cameras to scan, copy and fax.  Using scanR, people can turn 
paper into useful digital information in a few simple steps.  The scanR service cleans photos of 
whiteboards, documents and business cards, extracts the printed information and creates a PDF file, 
electronic contact or fax. Over one million people have downloaded scanR in over 180 countries. More 

information is available at www.scanR.com.  

 

 

 


